
Ling 100 Stratification in the Japanese lexicon (Part III) 3/08/06

1 The /-suru/ puzzle

Recall from our earlier discussion of lexicon stratification in Japanese (2/15/06 handout Stratification in the
Japanese lexicon (Part II)) the alternation in (1) (originally cited in Itô & Mester (1994:828).1

(1) hypothetical /-suru/ (‘do’) alternations in compounds:

a. [kiN-zuru] ‘forbid’

b. [kiN-iru] ‘forbid’

This example was cited in the context of the restriction against alveolars surfacing immediately preceding [i].

In class I suggested that the restriction is enforced in (1b) by deleting the alveolar. That, however, turned out to
be a false interpretation created by a typo in the version of the paper that I was working from: the real alternation
is as in (2), with a palatal affricate (transcribed as [Z] below) preceding [i]:

(2) real /-suru/ (‘do’) alternations in compounds:

a. [kiN-zuru] ‘forbid’

b. [kiN-Ziru] ‘forbid’

(1b) also avoids having an alveolar before [i], not by deleting the alveolar, but by palatalizing it, just as we saw
with /ti/, surfacing as [či] and /si/, surfacing as [Si]).

However, if the underlying form is /-suru/, which is what Itô & Mester explicitly assume, there is still a puzzle
about (2b), which was articulated by Emily in class: where does the second [i] come from?

To answer this we need a little more background on Japanese verbs, in particular they conjugation classes.

2 Conjugation classes

As I understand it, there are three verb classes in Japanese:

1. Consonant-stem verbs (irrelevant for us today)

2. Vowel-stem verbs: mi (‘see’)

mi ‘imperfective’
mi-ru ‘terminal’ (= the form that occurs in main clauses)
mi-re ‘hypothetical’

3. Irregular verbs: suru (‘do’)

unvoiced variant voiced variant
sa za ‘imperfective’
su-ru zu-ru ‘terminal’ (= the form that occurs in main clauses)
shi-ro zi-ro ‘hypothetical’

1In addition to the two papers by Junko Itô & Armin Mester cited in the last handout, this handout draws heavily on email
communication with Junko Itô, Russell Lee-Goldman, Ryo Masuda, and email communication between Russell and another Japanese
linguist reported to me by Russell. Thank you all. Note that there was a typo in the handout where the /suru/ examples originally
occurred: the nasal in /kin/ is not engma, but a “moraic nasal glide” (Itô & Mester 1999:62). This typo is independent of the one
involving [Z] discussed below.



The vowel stem class is also called “kami ichidan” (literally “upper 1-row”; referred to as Group 2a among non-
native linguists). Quoting Ryo: This class has a particularly simple conjugation scheme, as the head
of each conjugated form always rhymes with -i.

Note that /suru/ and verbs derived with /suru/ belong in the irregular class.

However, Ryo writes:

There’s a (morphological? morphophonemic?) process that’s been taking place in modern Japanese
that takes a verb from the sa-group [= irregular class; LM] and converts it to the Group 2a [= vowel
stem class] style. That means [that] all forms would begin with shi or zi in all conjugations. Although
it has not affected the conjugation of suru standing alone, verbs that are suffixed with -suru are often
affected by this process, including [kin-zuru] > [kin-Ziru]. Other examples:

shin-zu-ru > shin-zi-ru (terminal) ’to believe’
kan-zu-ru > kan-zi-ru (terminal) ’to feel, to sense’
tsu-zu-ru > tsu-zi-ru (terminal) ’to be connected’

3 Which process?

Question What is this morphological or morphophonemic process?

Hypothesis It is analogical change akin to English /klom/ > /klaImd/. Thus just as we have:

/raIm/ : /raIm-d/ :: /klaIm/ : X
X = /klaIm-d/

we could posit:

mi : mi-ru :: si : X
X = si-ru

Potential evidence in favor of this hypothesis:

1. the change would be from an irregular form to a regular form

2. the change has not yet effected the simplex, and presumably most frequent form, suru, but only compound,
and presumably less frequent forms, like kin-suru.

Problem with this hypothesis:

1. The base form of suru (= the imperfective in the paradigm) is not si, but sa!

Ancillary hypothesis si as a base form of suru arose through backformation from certain inflectional forms
of suru (Russell suggests the renyoo form) which happens to have involve si- stem. This backformation supplied
a base form for the analogical change depicted above.


